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Short history of dbloc2 and dbloc 

•  Dan Quinlan and Luda Ratnikova designed initial dbloc2 in the 1990’s for small regional 
networks	

•  From late 1990’s to present, dbloc2/dbpick has worked well (dbpick even earlier)	
• Mounting pressure from user community for modernization plus need to switch to modern 

toolkits for maintainability spurred rewrite 
•  New effort called ‘dbloc’ rather than objectionable ‘dbloc3’ -- history of original ‘dbloc’ lost to 

time, we’re taking the name back 
•  Coding efforts begun Summer 2018 

•  First glimpse at Victoria AUG 2018 

•  First presentable early-prototype May 2019 



Design goals for dbloc 

•  Reestablish maintainability of software by switching to modern toolkits 
•  Support enterprise-scale network operations 
•  Continue supporting small-network operations 

•  Modernize user-interaction features and capabilities 
•  Retain main features of existing programs 
•  Integrate waveform-processing and earthquake-analysis components (dbloc2 vs dbpick) since 

that is now possible 
•  Integrate, modernize, and/or re-integrate myriad features such as magnitude calculation, 

moment tensors etc. to produce a unified analyst experience  



Current prototype -- overview 



Major feature -- Full integration of waveform analysis via traceview 



Major feature -- Tabbed panels for analyst tasks 



Major feature -- Integrated maps 



Major feature -- Built-in command consoles for command-driven interaction 



Major feature -- Multi-window design with detachable docking widgets 



Major feature -- Clear primacy of “Analysis Time Window”concept 



Minor feature -- Multiple hop modes (time-based, event-based, etc.) to 
advance 

   Analysis Time Window 



Minor feature -- Built in widgets to show 
   log and locator output 



Minor feature -- Specification of custom shade areas, 
   linear features via map_features.pf 



Minor feature -- Built-in Smartpick-style traceview control buttons 



Minor feature -- Spreadsheet table for list of arrivals going into the location 



I could go on for 
days... 

Demonstration! 



Thank you -- Questions?  
Feedback:  

support@brtt.com 


